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Firstly, a very big thank you to everyone who responded so promptly and
enthusiastically to our request for confirmation of your continued support for
Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust to continue as Catchment Hosts for 2019/20. We have
submitted our application and are confident that we will soon have our agreement
confirmed. It is fantastic to have such a great response reflecting the value of the River
Idle Catchment Partnership to the organisations and individuals involved.

Run-off; spotting the
signs and reporting
the problem...

A spotlight on……Soil

Did you know that soil holds 3 times as much
carbon as the atmosphere, reduces the risk of
flooding by absorbing water, is a wildlife habitat,
A sunny May has given way to a wet and delivers 95% of global food supplies1? Keeping
June providing plenty of
soils on the land where they belong and not in our
opportunity to get out and about in river systems is a key issue for the catchment
your local patch to see if you can
partnership and good soil health can be vital in
spot signs of run off which could
achieving this. We are fortunate to have number of
impact our watercourses where
farming advisors working in our region to
sediment and other pollutants are
champion good soil health which depends on a
involved. If you are particularly
range of chemical, physical and biological factors.
concerned, we would encourage
A recent EA report outlines current and future
you to take photos and report any
pressures on soil health and highlights that the
incidents to the EA’s hotline on
government's 25 Year Environment Plan states that
0800 80 70 60.
England’s soils must be managed sustainably by
2030, and steps must be taken towards restoring
the UK’s soils. To find out more, read the full report
available here.
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Midlands Habitat Improvement Project—River Maun,
Mansfield
With help and support from Waterside Care and the Wild Trout
Trust, this project involved 12 volunteers from the Maun
Conservation Group helping to install posts and brash to 30m of
river at Quarry Lane Nature Reserve. The local Council was able to
provide at least half of the brash and the volunteers sourced the
remainder. Volunteers were taught about using waders and how
to make faggot bundles, and five woody deflectors were also
installed in the river. Mansfield District Council supported the
project by providing access and at least half of the woody
materials for the bundles.
The Maun Conservation Group have been very pleased with the work delivered and
would like to be able to follow up with further work on the channel upstream.
http://maunconservationgroup.co.uk/index.html

Water voles in Warsop
It is great to hear that the latest survey of the River Meden in
Warsop by the Warsop Footpaths and Countryside Group has
revealed the continuing presence of water vole, albeit only in
small numbers. This small riparian mammal is under threat
from many sources including habitat loss and predation by
mink. Having a county-wide picture of the current water vole
population is a great help in our conservation efforts, so don’t
forget to send your records to the county mammal recorder
via the website http://www.nottsmammals.org.uk/
recording.html
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Catchment Partnerships out and about in 2019
River Idle Management Partnership at
Polybell Organic Farm
RIMP partners were pleased to be invited to visit Polybell’s organic farm near Gringley on
the Hill. This was a great opportunity to get a real sense of the scale of their operations
and to understand some of the challenges they face around water and weed
management. A lot of their produce is eaten raw, so water quality is really key. Some of
their other initiatives include floating solar panels on the irrigation reservoir so
maximising use of space as well as pollinator margins benefitting both insects and crops.
It was also great to look across at Unit 4 of the Idle Washlands SSSI and discuss some of
the issues there. Many thanks to James Brown, Nigel Brown and John Taylor for the
change of venue for this RIMP meeting and opportunity to get our boots on the ground.

Sherwood Catchment Partnership at Pleasley Vale
Members of the Sherwood Catchment Partnership had a
very interesting visit to the River Meden at Pleasley Vale
thanks to Bolsover District Council. We were hosted by
Matthew Connley and Colin Matchett who were able to
give us some background to the site including the
history of the mills and consequent water-related
infrastructure along the Meden. Partners enjoyed a walk
around the site, looking at the river itself, discussing
potential sources of pollution, and finishing at the main
Mill Pond where we had a brilliant demonstration of
water quality sampling from Phil Goodall of Forest Town
Nature Conservation Group.

Boost for Biodiversity on the River Idle
Nottinghamshire Wildlife Trust was delighted to learn that their bid to the Severn Trent
‘Boost for Biodiversity’ fund (previously known as ‘Cash for Catchments’) was successful
and they will now be able to get stuck in with long planned work on the Idle Washlands
SSSI near Misson, North Nottinghamshire. The funding will enable habitat enhancements
including creating new sinuous channels and ponds for water voles and scrapes for waders
as well as restoring an area of wet grassland. Alongside the earthworks, scrub removal will
help reduce wader predation helping species such as curlew, redshank and lapwing.
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Urban Tree Challenge Fund The Forestry Commission has launched the
Urban Tree Challenge Fund, with grants available over the next two years to green
urban areas and help meet the government’s target to plant one million urban trees by
2022. Initially the Urban Tree Challenge Fund is open to block bids, these are
applications with a value of at least £500,000 that contain multiple small planting
projects. In year two individual applications will be accepted for much smaller, single
planting sites, prospective individual applicants can complete an expression of interest
form to register interest in applying in 2020. You can download your application form

and find out more about the fund, including whether you are eligible to apply using our
Urban Tree Challenge Fund guide on GOV.UK. The application window is now open and
will close at midnight on 28 July 2019. Further details about the funding that is
available can be found in the Expanding urban forests leaflet.
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